Equipment Surface-mount Brackets

The following installation instructions are intended to be used when installing the following Signamax products:
- EMSB-01-1U
- EMSB-01-2U

NOTES:
1. Some details shown in these instructions may look slightly different in actual products.
2. EMSB-01-1U bracket pictures were used for illustration purposes, for EMSB-01-2U bracket, due to its symmetrical design, the same installation rules would apply.

1. Unpack product.
   Lift two arms 1 and put aside.

2. Unfold slides completely as shown 1
   As an option, for facilitation of mounting, both slides may be removed by unscrewing four screws 2 using Allen key provided with bracket.

3. Using appropriate screws fix bracket on intended surface 1.

4. Start inserting arms 1 into slides 2 as shown until arms are positioned within slides 3.
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5. Determine required depth of equipment mounting
   - Insert cage nuts provided with bracket into arms:
     - one into mounting opening against round hole in slider
     - one into farthest mounting opening
   - Insert cage nuts into equipment mounting flanges as required for equipment mounting.
   - Second flange or both flanges can also be used for equipment mounting when equipment depth allows such configurations.

6. Fix arms using four screws provided with bracket and cage nuts installed in step 5.

7. Mount intended equipment using screws provided with bracket and cage nuts installed in step 5.

8. Check horizontal positioning of slides/arms in relation to base frame and adjust manually as necessary.
   - Tighten four hinge screws using Allen key provided with bracket.

9. Store Allen key for future use in special opening located next to screw as shown.